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Guido Segni - Untitled desert #2, A quiet desert failure project, 2016, C-print on fujiflex paper mounted on dibond
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How can a software, programmed for
browsing and surfing online, or an app,
developed to offer online services, be
used in an alternative way and become
creative tools for artistic production,
for a new production of sense and for
a new way of storytelling? A reflection to which three artists, who I am
following in recent years, with their
three projects have given answers and
that by comparing them I have been
able to draw some conclusions that I
would like to share in this scientific
context.

Luca Leggero - Google Art on canvas (De slaapkamer by Vincent van Gogh), 2015, 50◊50 cm, Inkjet on canvas

Starting from A quiet desert failure, the

project by Guido Segni, which looks
at satellite images of the Sahara Desert
stored in Google Maps servers. An algorithmic performance elaborated by
the artist to make a cataloguing and a
conservation in a Tumblr blog open
the question of memory and the void
left after the project of re-mapping of
the entire Desert has been completed,
that is, in 50 years [1]. And then move
on to consider Urban GoogleARTh,
the project by Marcantonio Lunardi,
which fits in this context with the original and experimental look of virtual
photography to make a representation of the atmosphere to understand

the current situation of the urban
landscape, through the use of Google
Earth software. And ending my analysis with the Google Art On Canvas
project by Luca Leggero, which looks
at online content not from a geographical, but artistic point of view,
drawing on the collection of high-resolution images of Google Art. With a
series of canvas prints, the artist highlights the inaccessible secrets and defects of some of the best paintings in
Western art history [2]. I would like
to highlight immediately how, voluntarily or involuntarily, the three artists
with their three projects make an important reflection on online contents
and on the artwork in online practice
generating new meaning through a
rereading and manipulation of these
contents. More than reflecting on the
temporality of these stored images on
which weighs the unknown duration
of Google servers, the Tumblr archive
or the Internet, to see the completion
of the project and in this case also to
prove the failure, it’s hard to think
that a new cataloguing and conservation of satellite images from Maps can
make the development over time of an
artwork in the web verifiable [3].
One would never expect to be able to
see new points of view, not foreseen
by the navigation software, of certain
urban frontier areas, to express a state
of mind (the state of mind of the man
in front of the increasing concreting
of the peripheral urban areas) and a
criticism of the savage urbanization
of cities and the consequent collapse

[1] - In his book Guido Segni. Works 2012/2013
(Segni, 2016, 22)
[2] - In the book Google Art On Canvas (Lorenzin, Leggero, 2016)
[3] - In the exhibition catalog Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre (Ioalé, 2017, 7-8)
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Guido Segni - Untitled desert #1, A quiet desert failure project, 2016, C-print on fujiflex paper mounted on dibond

of their form. But above all, can we
ever think that we have discovered
everything and know all about the
most famous artworks in the world?
It is with this question that we see
how the potential of Google Art can
be emphasized by making sure that
even imperceptible details or, even
more, defects of an artworks can
transform themselves into work on
canvas, already completed, tangible
and verifiable without any time limit.
The only limit will be that of accessibility to these works, because once they
are materialized in the physical reality,
they will no longer exist in the digital
one [4].
Going beyond the objectives, which
underpin the three projects, it’s essential to consider that the results of
research, exploration and re-mapping once materialized in the form of
images digitally printed on paper or
canvas, acquire documentary value,
proving at the same time that the op-

eration of materialization in concrete
space gives the possibility to maintain
a relationship between virtual reality
and physical reality and to experiment
with new and different formal solutions, in relation to the artists’ background, combined with alternative
modes of vision.
The three projects are transformed
into material evidence of the digital
immaterial subject to the laws of technical obsolescence, of the volatility of
the support and of the temporariness
of the updates of the software and of
the stored images. They become the
material extension of digital archives.
They are an evidence, tangible and
verifiable, of errors in three-dimensional interpretation in virtual reality,
which once corrected the software
will disappear and will no longer be
exploitable by the artist. In this case
the shot becomes unrepeatable and
memory of the error. They are an
evidence of the peculiarities of the
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most famous paintings in the history
of art, through the operation of enlarging and cropping small fragments
of high-resolution images made available by Google. Lastly, they become a
proof of the changes in the geographical area taken into consideration.
In this comparative analysis, another
important element to consider is the
aesthetic value, which assume the
works of the three projects when they
leave the digital reality and materialize
in the physical one. The three artists,
reflecting their different and peculiar
characteristics of origin, training and
research, through the experimentation of Google software are able to
develop formal solutions with an attractive and highly engaging aesthetic
result. Artworks with which we can
empathize, facilitating the transmis-

[4] - Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre
(Ioalé, 2017, 8)
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Marcantonio Lunardi - Landescape #02, Urban GoogleARTh project, 2016, Print on Baryta paper

sion of the message, if not at first,
certainly at a second level of analysis
of the works. Proving in a different
and significant way how broad the
spectrum of expressive possibilities
of Google software is, used as new
artistic instruments, not criticizing
them, but enhancing their abilities
and bypassing their application limits.
We see, in fact, Leggero interested in
the history of Western art of the last
century in his new relationship with
the web and new technologies, approaching the contents of Google Art
with the sensitivity of the musician
and the multimedia artist [5].
Also, we can see how the experimentation of Lunardi, who has a training
related to the study of the image in
motion for documentary purposes
and works today in the field of video
art, has a classic approach to Google
Earth software compared to Segni,
who has a different training that immediately led him to deal with web

programming and design and with
the development of online content.
Not for nothing, the images produced
by Lunardi are landscape photographs
where the architectural structures and
surfaces become irregular, fluid and
let themselves be crossed by the webcam’s eye, exploiting the virtual translation errors of reality in the virtual
environment. The series of images
produced by Segni are instead the result of the ordered and consequent juxtaposition of the posts produced automatically by the algorithm studied and
developed by the artist.
The result is a formally alternative
storytelling, not explicitly narrative and strongly aestheticizing, for
which I foresee a correct and deep
understanding and reading, not
only aesthetic, perhaps in the future
when there may be different fruitive
habits than those of today and an accustomed public to different ways of
transmitting information through
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images. Perhaps this kind of artworks
and experiments are preparing the
ground for the change of fruition of
art and general information. Let’s
think about the cyclical time-based
algorithmic sampling, which take on
the autonomous character of an online artistic performance. It’s the work
itself that leads to a change of vision
of the concept of artwork in online
practice, to understanding and acceptance. The creative approach to computer programming transforms it into
an expressive form – art performance
- today seen as alternative, but in the
near future as usual.
A quiet desert failure by Guido Segni,
Urban GoogleARTh by Marcantonio
Lunardi and Google Art On Canvas by
Luca Leggero represent three different ways of storytelling by images. If

[4] - Segni Leggeri. Internet non è per sempre
(Ioalé, 2017, 8)
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the series of works by Segni and Lunardi can be two examples of contemporary landscape storytelling, built using
Google software, then Leggero represents a variation on
the theme, because he tells the best known western artworks in the world through what they it is more unknown,
that is, what in reality is not visible to the naked eye, but
that we always have in front of our eyes. Moreover, the
first two projects, one more emotional and critical while
the other less interpretive and more analytical, are revealed
to be two major alternative contributions, which renew
landscape photography and the movement of realism.
Three examples of how creative thinking and the artistic
gesture can influence software, originally designed to offer only online services, in a surprising and positive way
whose limits become new and unexpected strengths when
they are used as alternative artistic tools.
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